Mount Royal Parkade in
Calgary is a perfect example of
a precast structure that could
be disassembled and relocated.
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Concrete proves to be a resource-efficient building material

As the impacts of climate change continue to be felt
amidst other economic, social and environmental
stressors, the difficulty of maintaining robust and
resilient infrastructure systems increases.
Recent reports concerning global carbon dioxide
(CO2) levels in the atmosphere surpassing 400 parts
per million and the growing number of geophysical
and natural disasters taking place are just some of the
reasons why increasing attention is being paid to natural, sustainable and resilient building materials like
concrete, which has been shown to lessen the impact
on the environment over its life cycle when compared
to other building materials.
These kinds of facts force people to think about the
resilience of their communities and disaster recovery. “Property losses due to disasters continue to escalate at a staggering rate,” says Brian Hall, managing
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director of the Canadian Precast Prestressed Concrete
Institute (CPCI) and author of the article Adaption of
Infrastructure for Climate Change. “The key to disaster recovery is not only to get essential services back up
and running, but also to get people back to work. That
means buildings and structures must not only resist
damage caused by adverse events but must also be in a
condition suitable for occupancy as soon as possible.”
Hall points out that this is where concrete, including
precast concrete, can play an important role. Not only
is the material extremely durable and resilient, but
as life cycle assessment studies and real world examples demonstrate, it is also a resource-efficient building material. For example, its inherent thermal mass
enables energy efficiency improvements of 70 percent
over the Model National Energy Code for Buildings and
improves a building’s passive survivability in the event

services such as power, heating fuel, or water are lost.
Concrete products can also be re-used and recycled.
There are a variety of ways to incorporate precast
concrete to make projects more durable and disaster
resistant, explains Hall. “Builders, architects and developers are recognizing that more durable buildings built
with resilient products are more resistant to damage
from natural and manmade disasters, which dramatically reduces the impact on our economy,” says Hall.
The resiliency of concrete may not be a complete
surprise to some, but the concrete and cement industries are also contributing to the mitigation of climate change.
Adam Auer, VP of environment and sustainability at the Cement Association of Canada notes that in
the last 20 years, the Canadian cement industry has
reduced the energy required to make a ton of cement
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by about 20 percent. “The industry is deeply committed to playing its part in reducing greenhouse gases.
Recently, Canada’s cement companies collaborated on
the introduction of a new lower carbon cement to the
Canadian market. Branded as Contempra, this lower
carbon cement produces 10 percent fewer greenhouse
gases compared to regular cement, while producing
concrete of equivalent performance. The industry is
also working hard on substituting fossil fuels with
lower carbon alternatives as well as longer-term carbon capture and utilization technologies that have the
capacity to dramatically reduce greenhouse gases and
even transform concrete into a carbon sink.”
By way of an example, Don Zakariasen, director of
marketing, concrete products, Lafarge North America,
says that Lafarge is continuing to make progress
regarding the Solidia system that uses CO2 in the curing process in an effort to reduce the carbon footprint
of precast concrete.
There is already much interest in the product, which
Zakariasen says is expected to be made available
sometime next year. “We are at the point now where
testing has shown that it is commercially viable,” says
Zakariasen. “We have hollowcore slabs cured with CO2
that will perform structurally, and the appearance
is excellent.”
Innovation is occurring in other aspects of concrete
construction as well. Polyurea is giving traditional
epoxy, silicone and polyurethane materials a run for
their money when it comes to filling and sealing concrete slab control joints.
Concrete joints and their filler material endure many
stresses during the slab curing period and service life
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including continued shrinkage, traffic loads and thermal cycling. In these slabs, the
saw-cut control joint edges require protection to avoid serious spalling and deterioration, notes Andy Schultze, marketing manager, VersaFlex Incorporated.
“Silicones and polyurethanes make good joint sealants but take at least 24 to 48
hours to fully cure and do not have the shore hardness to be reliable joint fillers,”
explains Gary Gutierrez, owner of American River Caulking Inc. “Epoxies have the
shore hardness to be joint fillers and can cure in four to eight hours, but are not flexible or adhesive. They typically crack on both sides of the concrete, debond prematurely and lack esthetics, and have to be replaced. For new construction, remodels
or remediation, we have found that polyureas protect concrete control joints better
than epoxies, silicones and urethanes.”
VersaFlex is a manufacturer of performance formulated polyurea joint filler and
sealant. To meet the requirements of a variety of industries, the company provides
polyurea systems that are typically hand pumped or dispensed in a range of formulations. The polyurea starts to set in about 90 seconds and is tack free in about 10
minutes. The performance formulated polurea has 68 standard colours and hundreds of custom colours.
VersaFlex also has a concrete repair system called Quick Mender, which has a
low viscosity and completely sets in about 10 minutes at 21 degrees Celsius. It can
be used to fill holes, spall and popouts, and to repair the broken shoulders of control and construction joints. It adheres to the concrete matrix and fills the capillaries within the concrete. To increase strength, aggregate or concrete, dust can
be added to the Quick Mender slurry. This mix can match the colour of almost any
concrete slab.
Structural shotcrete has also become a more commonly used concreting method,
spreading from the West Coast across Canada. “In traditional concrete construction,
we first erect cages of steel reinforcement,” notes Roland Heere, senior materials
engineer, Metro Testing Laboratories (Burnaby) Ltd. “We then install framework
panels on all sides of the component we want to cast, leaving only the top open. We
then place concrete into the space between the formwork panels and repeatedly
insert vibrators to consolidate the concrete. After the concrete has attained sufficient strength to support itself, the formwork is removed. The shotcrete process is
similar with two exceptions. First: only one side of a wall requires formwork while
the other sides remain open. Second: the concrete is not cast but sprayed with the
help of compressed air. The sprayed surfaces are then manually smoothened to
achieve an appearance similar to a cast face.”
Contractors are able to spray apply concrete, rather than cast it, even when constructing heavily reinforced components designed to withstand severe earthquake
loadings, says Heere.
Larger-scale structural shotcrete projects are using ready-mix concrete as the
main construction material. The concrete mixes are typically designed to achieve
nominal compressive strengths in the 40 MPa range. “However, for some highly
stressed components, nominal shotcrete strengths may be as high as 60 MPa,” says
Heere. “The concrete mixes are similar to regular concretes used in form and cast
projects. However, shotcrete mixtures are somewhat richer in cement content and
sand, while only a small portion of the aggregate is gravel.”
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RISING HIGH

When it comes to the concrete market here in Canada, the sector is experiencing an
uptick in high-rise concrete construction starts, says Beth Lee, marketing services
specialist, Maxxon Corporation. These projects are going up fast, some at the rate
of one floor every two days. This rigorous construction schedule puts a tremendous
amount of pressure on concrete contractors because of the necessity of meeting
specific floor flatness criteria.
The SMART (Slab Moisture and Resurfacing Technology) System is an innovative
process that originated in Europe and is starting to gain a foothold here in North
America. In this system, the concrete contractor is installing the concrete below the
specified height. Instead of finishing the concrete, it is left at a rough screed finish. In
as little as five days, a surface-applied moisture vapour barrier is installed over the
new concrete, preventing the moisture in the still-curing concrete from migrating
to the top of the slab. A self-levelling underlayment is then installed over the moisture vapour barrier, resulting in a moisture vapour-protected flat floor.
“Moisture is released from a concrete slab over weeks or months, and using
mechanical dehumidification to accelerate the dry time can cause cracking, curling and physical property loss,” says Lee. “Installation of a surface applied moisture vapour barrier blocks the movement of moisture vapour through to the top of
the slab where it would otherwise collect. Since moisture is prevented from moving through the concrete, adding a surface applied moisture vapour barrier limits
the warping and curling of the slab. It also addresses moisture concerns early in the
construction process, providing peace of mind that future delays due to moisture
emissions have been avoided.”
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ARCIS ultra-thin precast prestressed panels from AltusGroup.

A self-levelling underlayment can be installed from
a featheredge to several inches deep, allowing the new
system to correct any undulations that might have
developed in the concrete. This flat, level substrate
provides an ideal surface for most finished floor goods.
“Concrete contractors also appreciate the system
because they can rough screed the concrete and move on
to the next floor,” notes Lee. “This saves time and money
by eliminating the need for laser screed and power
trowel equipment, as well as skilled concrete finishers.”
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TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION

To meet the challenges of specific applications Euclid
Chemical concrete admixtures are constantly being
developed. The Euclid Chemical Company offers an
extensive line of green products that are specific to
LEED guidelines.
AltusGroup has also recently added a new technology to its product portfolio; ARCIS, which offers the
versatility and resilience of precast with remarkable
thinness. Boasting panel depths from 19 millimetres to
51 millimetres, ARCIS ultra-thin precast prestressed
technology provides a versatile, lightweight panel that
offers the strength and esthetic versatility of concrete.
With final installed weights of 46 kg/m2 to 122 kg/m2,
ARCIS is helping to change the way people think about
architectural precast.
ARCIS panels use non-corrosive, high-strength
aerospace grade stainless steel prestressing, placed
longitudinally and transversely in the panel face to
impart strength, crack control and durability, while
allowing concrete cover to be minimized. The modular configuration of ARCIS panels allows for flexibility.

Thinner, lower weight panels mean a lower cost superstructure, smaller and less expensive cranes or lifts
for installation, reduced shipping expenses and more
usable space.
Jim McKay, national contracts manager, precast concrete solutions, Armtec, says that licensed AltusGroup
members are now proud to offer ARCIS panels. Armtec,
in a license agreement with the Fort Miller Co. Inc., is
also promoting a Super-Slab System, which places precast slabs directly upon a fully engineered sub-grade
surface that provides complete slab support immediately upon installation. After the slabs have been placed,
they are structurally interlocked with a unique grouted
load transfer system. Complete slab support is achieved
when bedding grout is pumped into a bedding grout distribution system that is cast into the bottom of the slabs.
Super-Slab is used for continuous and intermittent pavement replacement. Slabs are precisely cast
to fit curved and super-elevated geometry specific to
each location.
For peace of mind, over at Interek, a total quality
assurance provider, they are offering a Concerto concrete corrosion monitoring system that provides a
variety of options for monitoring the rate of corrosion
in reinforced concrete structures. The system accommodates the challenges of the concrete environment
without compromising on sensitivity, resolution or
robustness. Corrosion sensors can be incorporated as
part of an overall structural health monitoring system
or as a standalone system. The measurement systems
are matched to a range of probes for permanent burial
in concrete. Probes can be installed prior to concrete
placement or retrofitted to existing structures. A

COME VISIT CPCI AT THE
FOLLOWING EVENTS THIS FALL
Construct Canada 2016
Conference and Expo
November 30- December 2, 2016
Toronto, ON
Booth # 3
Session: W150- The Art in Concrete,
Unique developments in the integration
of art engravings in concrete with Artist
Christopher Griffin, demonstrating the
artistic and technical process of concrete
engravings and sculptures, including
related contract logistics. November 30,
9:00 am to 10:15 am, South Building.

Session: Session: T152 - Architectural
Precast Concrete- A Stunning and
Resilient Solution to Your Building
Enclosure Aesthetics, presented by
Bob Fedchyshyn, President Nawkaw
Canada and Brian Hall, CPCI, December
1, 1:00 pm to 2:15 pm, South Building.

COMING SOON

Session: W151 - Environmental Product
Declarations (EPD) and the new LEED
4.0 presented by Jamie Meil, Research
Principal, Athena Sustainable Materials
Institute, November 30, 10:30 a.m. to
12:00 noon, Room 710, South Building.

Meeting and Exceeding Building
Code Thermal Performance
Requirements for Concrete
Wall Enclosures - Canada Wide
Seminar Series

Session: T151 - Modern Building Enclosures- Implementing the New Energy
Standards presented by Alex Lukachko,
Principal RDH Building Science Inc.
and the Regional Manager for Ontario,
December 1, 10:30 am to noon, South
Building.

January 2017-March 2017
For more information check out
www.cpci.ca in January

Find out more about these events at: http://www.cpci.ca/en/about_us/news_events/
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